Help the Institute for Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies build on a strong foundation as we continue to foster transformative scholarship.

In honor of our 20th anniversary, we are highlighting the Diane L. Fowlkes Research Award, which honors our founding director. With a contribution to one of our funds, you provide a student with the means to access a WGSS education and complete her/his/their degree.

**Diane L. Fowlkes Research Award**

As founding director of the Institute, Diane Fowlkes collaborated with colleagues for 20 years to get Women’s Studies established at GSU. Help us build this fund to establish an annual award that will provide a Graduate Research Assistantship for one of our MA students.

**WGSS Foundation**

Consider providing general, unrestricted support to the Institute so that we can sustain a vibrant intellectual community through events and speakers series and so that we can strengthen our efforts in community outreach.

**Support Us**

**Gifts can be made in two ways:**

**Online** at https://netcommunity.gsu.edu/make-a-gift/ with notes to choose OTHER as the Designation and then type Diane L. Fowlkes Research Award (fund code 02994) or WGSS Foundation (fund code 02296).

**By Check** - check should be made out to the GSU Foundation with Diane L. Fowlkes Research Award (fund code 02994) or WGSS Foundation (fund code 02296) written in the memo line.

Mail check to:

GSU Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 3963
Atlanta, GA 30302-3963

If you have any questions, please contact Hope Carter,
Senior Director of Development, College of Arts and Sciences.
hcarter8@gsu.edu or 404-413-5739
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Director’s Welcome

More than a commemoration of the past, an anniversary marks the ways we want an event to live on. This year, we celebrate the 20th anniversary of the Institute for Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, which was founded in 1994 as the Women’s Studies Institute. Our recent name change (in June 2012) is a perfect way of marking the meaning of our anniversary. While we remain committed to the context of social change movements that helped inaugurate women’s and gender studies programs across the nation, we are also dedicated to maintaining the rigor of a constantly expanding field of study. Far more than only the study of women, WGSS also addresses issues of sex, gender, sexuality, feminism, masculinities, social theory, social change, intersectionality, culture, globalization, and transnationalism. Highlighting our name change also allows us to signal our gratitude to those whose hard efforts materialized in the institutional home for women’s, gender, and sexuality studies. In the spirit of these histories, we continue to invent and shape new futures for an area of study rooted in social justice struggles.

Anniversaries and timelines tend to invoke a version of the “look how far we’ve come” narrative; they often tell stories of steadily advancing progress. As scholars of social change, however, we know that things often work in more complicated and messy ways. Even as we surmount basic obstacles to the work that we do, we often find ourselves cycling back to issues and problems that re-emerge, perhaps in new guises. In 1991 founding director Diane L. Fowlkes included a line in a memo that any one of us could have penned in recent years: “Even in the midst of budget cuts, they can’t kill ideas!” Written while formally proposing the Institute, this line captures the spirit of resilience and dedication to creative, interdisciplinary forms of knowledge production that characterize the field of WGSS. In even the most troubling and demoralizing times, we find inspiration in giving life to new ideas.

The Institute for Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies owes its existence to the creative troublemaking of the many folks who spent years building the support for its creation. This anniversary year has offered a chance to both honor our foundations and to showcase the current strengths of the Institute, including a robust MA program, dynamic undergraduate majors, and award-winning faculty.

In November, we honored our founding and former directors — Diane Fowlkes, Linda Bell, and Susan Talburt — in an event that brought alumni, current and former affiliated and core faculty, current and former staff, and current students together to give thanks to the directors for their efforts to navigate the Institute through challenges and victories alike.

In January, we collaborated with the department of African American Studies to bring Dr. Paula Dressel (Vice President of Just Partners, Inc. and former professor of Sociology at GSU) and Dr. Carolyn Denard (Associate Provost for Student Success and Strategic Initiatives and Director of the Center for Student Success at Georgia College and State University and former professor of English at GSU) back to campus. They reflected on the struggles to get both WGSS and AAS established at GSU, giving us helpful context to brainstorm how we can work together to envision new ways forward.

Our culminating event, highlighted on pages 8-9, addressed key themes in WGSS with roundtable discussions among alumni, current students, and core and affiliate faculty. The day-long symposium concluded with the annual Anne L. Harper lecture, delivered this year by Janet Jakobsen. In the coming weeks, video clips of the event will be posted on our website.

We’re both energized and inspired by the collaborations and remembrances of this anniversary year, and we look forward to cultivating the rich legacy of creative troublemaking.

Amira Jarmakani, Director
A marriage of mystery fiction and queer concerns, queer crime literature celebrates the pairing of the political and the sexual. Queer crime fiction is a subgenre in which sex, gender and sexuality are among the mysteries to be solved. Its writers use boundary-crossing identities and desires to express social critique, inviting readers to interpret queer narratives as literary incursions into cultural traditions. From androgynous investigators and serial killer housewives to closeted lesbians and transgendered lovers, the characters in queer mysteries are metaphors for changing social and political relations. This book reads German-language crime stories as allegories about 20th- and 21st-century upheavals, raising questions about human behavior and justice, the horrors of extremism, the changing shape of the nation, and the possibilities of democracy. Anchored in the historical contexts of protest cultures and countercultures of the last three decades, this study examines novels by popular feminist writers Pieke Biermann, Edith Kneifl and Ingrid Noll, and unexplored works by Susanne Billig, Gabriele Gelien, Corinna Kawaters, Katrin Kremmler, Christine Lehmann and Martina-Marie Lertz. An analysis of recent debates through the lens of genre fiction serves as the foundation for telling the cultural history of contemporary Germany, Austria and Europe as a whole from a new perspective.

**Jennifer Patico, Anthropology**

$90,743 National Science Foundation grant (2013-2016):  
“Feeding the Sacred Child: Children’s Food, Parenting Practice, and Class in the Urban U.S.”

Food for children has been cast in popular U.S. discourse as a “crisis” with various proposed solutions, and concern about children’s nutrition is doubly intense since it draws both upon Americans’ widespread tendency to imbue eating with moral meanings and on the anxieties surrounding the near-sacralized work of childrearing in the contemporary United States. As such, children’s food offers a valuable opportunity to better understand U.S. models of personal success, standards for parental care, and how these are negotiated under conditions of material and/or temporal strain. This ethography, based in diverse, gentrifying neighborhoods of Atlanta, investigates the moral anxieties, material constraints, and discursive tropes that interactively frame food provisioning, both within families and at a community level where socioeconomic and other differences may be at play. The project situates children’s nutrition within broader considerations of the cultures of neoliberalism and middle-classness, providing a context in which to analyze closely how everyday material and consumer practices mediate and legitimate widely experienced structural pressures and social inequalities.

**Susan Richmond, Art & Design**

**Lynda Benglis: Beyond Process** (London: I.B. Tauris Press, 2013), to be re-issued in paperback this year!  

U.S. artist Lynda Benglis rose to prominence in New York during the 1960s and 70s. Challenging the aesthetic and sexual politics of the time, she developed new approaches to painting, sculpture, video, and creativity itself. Daring and sometimes outrageous, her intense and provocative works are some of the most iconic yet under-examined examples of abstract art of the era. Dr. Richmond offers a critical and in-depth examination of Lynda Benglis’s practice, beginning with the work that led up to her notorious self-promotional imagery of 1973 and concluding with the artist’s more recent sculptural experiments in glass, metals, ceramics, gold leaf, and plastics.

Susan Richmond also co-edited “Sexing Sculpture: New Approaches to Theorizing the Object,” a forum of essays, interviews, and artists’ portfolios for the Winter 2013 issue of Art Journal.

**Faye Stewart, Department of Modern and Classical Languages**

**German Feminist Queer Crime Fiction: Politics, Justice and Desire.** (McFarland, 2014)

**Lynda Benglis: Beyond Process** (London: I.B. Tauris Press, 2013), to be re-issued in paperback this year!  

A marriage of mystery fiction and queer concerns, queer crime literature celebrates the pairing of the political and the sexual. Queer crime fiction is a subgenre in which sex, gender and sexuality are among the mysteries to be solved. Its writers use boundary-crossing identities and desires to express social critique, inviting readers to interpret queer narratives as literary incursions into cultural traditions. From androgynous investigators and serial killer housewives to closeted lesbians and transgendered lovers, the characters in queer mysteries are metaphors for changing social and political relations. This book reads German-language crime stories as allegories about 20th- and 21st-century upheavals, raising questions about human behavior and justice, the horrors of extremism, the changing shape of the nation, and the possibilities of democracy. Anchored in the historical contexts of protest cultures and countercultures of the last three decades, this study examines novels by popular feminist writers Pieke Biermann, Edith Kneifl and Ingrid Noll, and unexplored works by Susanne Billig, Gabriele Gelien, Corinna Kawaters, Katrin Kremmler, Christine Lehmann and Martina-Marie Lertz. An analysis of recent debates through the lens of genre fiction serves as the foundation for telling the cultural history of contemporary Germany, Austria and Europe as a whole from a new perspective.
Undergraduate Spotlight

Jeanette Cuevas (BA 2014) completed a WGSS internship in Spring 2013 with Freedom University and went on to do a summer internship with CLPP (Civil Liberties and Public Policy: Building the Movement for Reproductive Freedom) and is now working for Project South.

Alissa Robbins completed a WGSS internship in Fall 2012 with Planned Parenthood Southeast and then a CLPP internship. She is now Office and Database Coordinator with SPARK, a reproductive justice organization based in Atlanta, GA.

Recent BA alumni news:
- Cassie Anderson (2014) is a Head Start teacher with the Chambliss Center for Children.
- Veronica Delgado (2014) is in the MA program for Art Therapy Counseling at Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville.
- Aurora Siegel (2014) is Administrative Assistant for the Finance Department of the AIDS Center for Queens County, NY.
- Nathan Frisch (2014) is in the MA program for Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at GSU.

Recent MA theses
- Taryn Jordan, “Politics of Possibility: Cece McDonald and Trayvon Martin—the Bursting of Black Rage.” (Summer, 2014)
- Sherah Faulkner, “It Makes Atlanta Feel Like a Real City: Biopolitical Urbanism and Public Art on the Atlanta Beltline.” (Spring 2014)
- Lamont Loyd-Sims, “I’m setting in Public: Black Queer Desires and Worldmaking.” (Spring 2014)

Graduate Student Alumni Spotlight

The Society for Radical Geography, Spatial Theory, and Everyday Life co-founded by two MA alumni, Tahereh Aghdaifar and Andrea Miller, hosted its 3rd annual symposium—Inhabiting Containment, February 27, 2015, at GSU.

Recent MA Alumni News
- Maggie Franz (2013) is in the PhD program in Communication at the University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill).
- Melissa McKew (2013) is a legal assistant at Lambda Legal in Dallas, TX.
- Hannah Carswell (2014) is a project manager at Welcoming America in Decatur, GA.
- Lamont Loyd-Sims (2014) is in the PhD program in Gender Studies at Indiana University.
- Andrea Miller (2014) is in the PhD program in Cultural Studies at UC Davis.
- Carla Wilson (2014) is in the PhD program in Women’s Studies at Texas Women’s University.
- Taryn Jordan (2014) is in the PhD program in Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at Emory University.

Jill Jones, School of Art & Design
Her work, Untitled, was recently selected for inclusion at Contemporary Women Artists: Reimagining Femmage, Foundry Arts Center, St Louis, MO
February 20 – April 3, 2015

Statement:
“This piece contains digitally embroidered phrases transcribed from unsolicited advances made to me on the street in downtown Atlanta. I have combined these phrases with hand embroidered constellations representing the geographic location of rapes in Atlanta reported to crime mapping websites. Each phrase was selected from those gathered in one month (together they create a kind of narrative) and the reported rapes correspond to these months. I chose to represent the rape cases as constellations as a way of showing how a few points of data can represent a larger, more complex story. This information sewn onto four vintage placemats is a direct reference to femmage and this found textile is meant to evoke ideas of women’s roles, as well as decorum in public and private spaces. This piece is about my experience with street harassment and my knowledge that more serious crimes against women are very often underreported.”

MA Alumni News
- Maggie Franz (2013) is in the PhD program in Communication at the University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill).
- Melissa McKew (2013) is a legal assistant at Lambda Legal in Dallas, TX.
- Hannah Carswell (2014) is a project manager at Welcoming America in Decatur, GA.
- Lamont Loyd-Sims (2014) is in the PhD program in Gender Studies at Indiana University.
- Andrea Miller (2014) is in the PhD program in Cultural Studies at UC Davis.
- Carla Wilson (2014) is in the PhD program in Women’s Studies at Texas Women’s University.
- Taryn Jordan (2014) is in the PhD program in Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at Emory University.

5. L. Dwyer, Department of Philosophy

Adia Harvey Wingfield, Sociology
Published No More Invisible Man: Race and Gender in Men’s Work (Temple University Press, 2013), which won the Richard A. Lester Award for Outstanding Book in Labor Economics and Industrial Relations (Princeton University) and the Distinguished Book Award (Race, Gender, and Class Section of the American Sociological Association).

She also won the National Science Foundation Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace CISE/SBE New Collaboration EAGER Award, 2013, for the project, “Winning the Internet Lottery: Growing Income Inequality, Social Class, and Susceptibility to Cybercrime.” Awarded $200,000 to examine whether there are social class differences in various groups’ vulnerability to internet crime, specifically phishing scams. Principal Investigator with Raheem Beyah.

Marian Joanne Meyers, Communication
Recently published a book about the representation of African American women in the news. Her previous books are Women in Higher Education: The Fight for Equity (Hampton, 2011) and Women in Popular Culture: Representation and Meaning (Hampton, 2008).


Emanuela Guano, Department of Anthropology
Core Faculty Publications and Activities

Susan Talburt

Susan traveled to the Universidad Pedagógica Nacional Francisco Morazán, Tegucigalpa, Honduras (September 2014), on a Fulbright Senior Specialist grant, where she gave two public talks, one about research methodologies and the other about youth studies. Additionally, she provided support to doctoral students on their research.

In August 2014, Susan was invited to deliver two lectures in Bangkok, Thailand: “Assembling the Global Gay Youth,” at Thammasat University, and the keynote address “Affective Circulations: Making Modern Global Gay Youth,” at the Conference on Cities in Literature and Film, Chulalongkorn University.

Susan also published:


WGGS represented GSU at the National Women’s Studies Association annual conference in Puerto Rico this past November on the following panel: *Hellscape and Utopian Disasters—Affective Attachments, Ambivalent Nationalisms*, moderated by Tiffany King.


Julie Kubala, “Beautiful Disasters: Sticky Figures and Affective Attachments in Beasts of the Southern Wild.”

Megan Sinnott, “Affective Resonances of Sexual Imagery in Thai Hell Parks.”

Megan Sinnott published 2 articles:


Tiffany King

Tiffany will deliver three upcoming invited talks:

Decolonizing the Racialized Female Subject: Black and Indigenous Self-Making Under Empire, Brown University (March 2015)

Otherwise Worlds: Settler Colonialism and Anti-Blackness Racism Conference, UC Riverside (April 2015)

And the closing plenary, at the Critical Ethnic Studies Association’s Third Biennial Conference: Sovereignties and Colonialisms: Resisting Racism, Extraction and Dispossession (May 2015)

Amira Jarmakani’s *An Imperialist Love Story: Desert Romances and the War on Terror* is due out from New York University press in August.

A curious figure stalks the pages of a distinct subset of mass-market romance novels, aptly called “desert romances.” Animalistic yet sensitive, dark and attractive, the desert prince or sheikh emanates manliness and raw, sexual power. In the years since September 11, 2001, the sheikh character has steadily risen in popularity in romance novels, even while depictions of Arab masculinity as backward and violent in nature have dominated the cultural landscape.

*An Imperialist Love Story* contributes to the broader conversation about the legacy of orientalist representations of Arabs in Western popular culture. Combining close readings of novels, discursive analysis of blogs and forums, and interviews with authors, Jarmakani explores popular investments in the war on terror by examining the collisions between fantasy and reality in desert romances. Focusing on issues of security, freedom, and liberal multiculturalism, she foregrounds the role that desire plays in contemporary formations of U.S. imperialism. Drawing on transnational feminist theory and cultural studies, *An Imperialist Love Story* offers a radical reinterpretation of the war on terror, demonstrating romance to be a powerful framework for understanding how it works, and how it perseveres.

Amira Jarmakani’s *An Imperialist Love Story: Desert Romances and the War on Terror* is due out from New York University press in August.

Core Faculty Spotlight

Susan Talburt

Susan traveled to the Universidad Pedagógica Nacional Francisco Morazán, Tegucigalpa, Honduras (September 2014), on a Fulbright Senior Specialist grant, where she gave two public talks, one about research methodologies and the other about youth studies. Additionally, she provided support to doctoral students on their research.

In August 2014, Susan was invited to deliver two lectures in Bangkok, Thailand: “Assembling the Global Gay Youth,” at Thammasat University, and the keynote address “Affective Circulations: Making Modern Global Gay Youth,” at the Conference on Cities in Literature and Film, Chulalongkorn University.


Susan also published:


Core Faculty Spotlight

Susan Talburt

Susan traveled to the Universidad Pedagógica Nacional Francisco Morazán, Tegucigalpa, Honduras (September 2014), on a Fulbright Senior Specialist grant, where she gave two public talks, one about research methodologies and the other about youth studies. Additionally, she provided support to doctoral students on their research.

In August 2014, Susan was invited to deliver two lectures in Bangkok, Thailand: "Assembling the Global Gay Youth," at Thammasat University, and the keynote address "Affective Circulations: Making Modern Global Gay Youth," at the Conference on Cities in Literature and Film, Chulalongkorn University.

Her co-edited book with Nancy Lesko, Keywords in Youth Studies: Tracing Affects, Movements, Knowledges (Routledge, 2012), won the American Educational Studies Association Critics Choice Book Award in 2014.

Susan also published:


Core Faculty Publications and Activities

Amira Jarmakani’s An Imperialist Love Story: Desert Romances and the War on Terror is due out from New York University press in August.

A curious figure stalks the pages of a distinct subset of mass-market romance novels, aptly called “desert romances.” Animalistic yet sensitive, dark and attractive, the desert prince or sheikh emanates masculinity and raw, sexual power. In the years since September 11, 2001, the sheikh character has steadily risen in popularity in romance novels, even while depictions of Arab masculinity as backward and violent in nature have dominated the cultural landscape.

An Imperialist Love Story contributes to the broader conversation about the legacy of orientalist representations of Arabs in Western popular culture. Combining close readings of novels, discursive analysis of blogs and forums, and interviews with authors, Jarmakani explores popular investments in the war on terror by examining the collisions between fantasy and reality in desert romances. Focusing on issues of security, freedom, and liberal multiculturalism, she foregrounds the role that desire plays in contemporary formations of U.S. imperialism. Drawing on transnational feminist theory and cultural studies, An Imperialist Love Story offers a radical reinterpretation of the war on terror, demonstrating romance to be a powerful framework for understanding how it works, and how it perseveres.

Susan Talburt, “‘Affectively Mapping’ Chilean Feminist Narratives.”

Julie Kubala, “Beautiful Disasters: Sticky Figures and Affective Attachments in Beasts of the Southern Wild.”

Megan Sinnott, “Affective Resonances of Sexual Imagery in Thai Hell Parks.”

Susan Talburt published 2 articles:


Tiffany King

Tiffany will deliver three upcoming invited talks:

Decolonizing the Racialized Female Subject: Black and Indigenous Self-Making Under Empire, Brown University (March 2015)

Otherwise Worlds: Settler Colonialism and Anti-Blackness Racism Conference, UC Riverside (April 2015)

And the closing plenary, at the Critical Ethnic Studies Association’s Third Biennial Conference: Sovereignties and Colonialisms: Resisting Racism, Extraction and Dispossession (May 2015)

WGSS represented GSU at the National Women’s Studies Association annual conference in Puerto Rico this past November on the following panel:

Hellscape and Utopian Disasters—Affective Attachments, Ambivalent Nationalisms, moderated by Tiffany King.

Megan Sinnott published 2 articles:


Amira Jarmakani’s An Imperialist Love Story: Desert Romances and the War on Terror is due out from New York University press in August.
Graduate Student Alumni Spotlight

The Society for Radical Geography, Spatial Theory, and Everyday Life—co-founded by two MA alumni, Tahereh Aghdasifar and Andrea Miller—hosted its third annual symposium—Inhabiting Containment, February 27, 2015, at GSU.

Undergraduate Spotlight

Jeanette Cuevas (BA 2014) completed a WGSS internship in Spring 2013 with Freedom University and went on to do a summer internship with CLPP (Civil Liberties and Public Policy: Building the Movement for Reproductive Freedom) and is now working for Project South.

Alissa Robbins completed a WGSS internship in Fall 2012 with Planned Parenthood Southeast and then a CLPP internship. She is now Office and Database Coordinator with SPARK, a reproductive justice organization based in Atlanta, GA.

Recent MA Alumni

Maggie Franz (2013) is in the PhD program in Communication at the University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill). Melinda McKew (2013) is a legal assistant at Lambda Legal in Dallas, TX. Hannah Carswell (2014) is a project manager at Welcoming America in Decatur, GA. Lamont Loyd-Sims (2014) is in the PhD program in Gender Studies at Indiana University. Andrea Miller (2014) is in the PhD program in Cultural Studies at UC Davis. Carla Wilson (2014) is in the PhD program in Women’s Studies at Texas Women’s University. Taryn Jordan (2014) is in the PhD program in Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at Emory University.

S. L. Dwyer, Department of Philosophy


Adia Harvey Wingfield, Sociology

Published No More Invisible Men: Race and Gender in Men’s Work (Temple University Press, 2013), which won the Richard A. Lester Award for Outstanding Book in Labor Economics and Industrial Relations (Princeton University) and the Distinguished Book Award (Race, Gender, and Class Section of the American Sociological Association).

She also won the National Science Foundation Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace CISE/SBE New Collaboration EAGER Award, 2013, for the project, “Winning the Internet Lottery: Growing Income Inequality, Social Class, and Susceptibility to Cybercrime.” Awarded $200,000 to examine whether there are social class differences in various groups’ vulnerability to internet crime, specifically phishing scams. Principal Investigator with Raheem Beyah.

Marian Joanne Meyers, Communication

Recently published a book about the representation of African American women in the news. Her previous books are Women in Higher Education: The Fight for Equity (Hampton, 2011) and Women in Popular Culture: Representation and Meaning (Hampton, 2008).


Emanuela Guano, Department of Anthropology

Affiliate Faculty Publications and Activities

Faye Stewart, Department of Modern and Classical Languages

German Feminist Queer Crime Fiction: Politics, Justice and Desire. (McFarland, 2014)

A marriage of mystery fiction and queer concerns, queer crime literature celebrates the pairing of the political and the sexual. Queer crime fiction is a subgenre in which sex, gender and sexuality are among the mysteries to be solved. Its writers use boundary-crossing identities and desires to express social critique, inviting readers to interpret queer narratives as literary incursions into cultural traditions. From androgynous investigators and serial killer housewives to closeted lesbians and transgendered lovers, the characters in queer mysteries are metaphors for changing social and political relations. This book reads German-language crime stories as allegories about 20th- and 21st-century upheavals, raising questions about human behavior and justice, the horrors of extremism, the changing shape of the nation, and the possibilities of democracy. Anchored in the historical contexts of protest cultures and countercultures of the last three decades, this study examines novels by popular feminist writers Pieke Biermann, Edith Kneifl and Ingrid Noll, and unexplored works by Susanne Billig, Gabriele Gelien, Corinna Kawaters, Katrin Kremmler, Christine Lehmann and Martina-Marie Liertz. An analysis of recent debates through the lens of genre fiction serves as the foundation for telling the cultural history of contemporary Germany, Austria and Europe as a whole from a new perspective.

Jennifer Patico, Anthropology

$90,743 National Science Foundation grant (2013-2016): “Feeding the Sacred Child: Children’s Food, Parenting Practice, and Class in the Urban U.S.”

Food for children has been cast in popular U.S. discourse as a “crisis” with various proposed solutions, and concern about children’s nutrition is doubly intense since it draws both upon Americans’ widespread tendency to imbue eating with moral meanings and on the anxieties surrounding the near-sacralized work of childrearing in the contemporary United States. As such, children’s food offers a valuable opportunity to better understand U.S. models of personal success, standards for parental care, and how these are negotiated under conditions of material and/or temporal strain. This ethnography, based in diverse, gentrifying neighborhoods of Atlanta, investigates the moral anxieties, material constraints, and discursive tropes that interactively frame food provisioning, both within families and at a community level where socioeconomic and other differences may be at play. The project situates children’s nutrition within broader considerations of the cultures of neoliberalism and middle-classness, providing a context in which to analyze closely how everyday material and consumer practices mediate and legitimate widely experienced structural pressures and social inequalities.

Susan Richmond, Art & Design

Lynda Benglis: Beyond Process (London: I.B. Tauris Press, 2013), to be re-issued in paperback this year!

U.S. artist Lynda Benglis rose to prominence in New York during the 1960s and 70s. Challenging the aesthetic and sexual politics of the time, she developed new approaches to painting, sculpture, video, and creativity itself. Daring and sometimes outrageous, her intense and provocative works are some of the most iconic yet under-examined examples of abstract art of the era. Dr. Richmond offers a critical and in-depth examination of Lynda Benglis’s practice, beginning with the work that led up to her notorious self-promotional imagery of 1973 and concluding with the artist’s more recent sculptural experiments in glass, metals, ceramics, gold leaf, and plastics.

Susan Richmond also co-edited “Sexing Sculpture: New Approaches to Theorizing the Object,” a forum of essays, interviews, and artists’ portfolios for the Winter 2013 issue of Art Journal.
Director’s Welcome

More than a commemoration of the past, an anniversary marks the ways we want an event to live on. This year, we celebrate the 20th anniversary of the Institute for Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, which was founded in 1994 as the Women’s Studies Institute. Our recent name change (in June 2012) is a perfect way of marking the meaning of our anniversary. While we remain committed to the context of social change movements that helped inaugurate women’s and gender studies programs across the nation, we are also dedicated to maintaining the rigor of a constantly expanding field of study. Far more than only the study of women, WGSS also addresses issues of sex, gender, sexuality, feminism, masculinities, social theory, social change, intersectionality, culture, globalization, and transnationalism. Highlighting our name change also allows us to signal our gratitude to those whose hard efforts materialized in the institutional home for women’s, gender, and sexuality studies. In the spirit of these histories, we continue to invent and shape new futures for an area of study rooted in social justice struggles.

Anniversaries and timelines tend to invoke a version of the “look how far we’ve come” narrative; they often tell stories of steadily advancing progress. As scholars of social change, however, we know that things often work in more complicated and messy ways. Even as we surmount basic obstacles to the work that we do, we often find ourselves cycling back to issues and problems that re-emerge, perhaps in new guises. In 1991 founding director Diane L. Fowlkes included a line in a memo that any one of us could have penned in recent years: “Even in the midst of budget cuts, they can’t kill ideas!” Written while formally proposing the Institute, this line captures the spirit of resilience and dedication to creative, interdisciplinary forms of knowledge production that characterize the field of WGSS. In even the most troubling and demoralizing times, we find inspiration in giving life to new ideas.

The Institute for Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies owes its existence to the creative troublemaking of the many folks who spent years building the support for its creation. This anniversary year has offered a chance to both honor our foundations and to showcase the current strengths of the Institute, including a robust MA program, dynamic undergraduate majors, and award-winning faculty.

In November, we honored our founding and former directors – Diane Fowlkes, Linda Bell, and Susan Talburt – in an event that brought alumni, current and former affiliated and core faculty, current and former staff, and current students together to give thanks to the directors for their efforts to navigate the Institute through challenges and victories alike.

In January, we collaborated with the department of African American Studies to bring Dr. Paula Dressel (Vice President of Just Partners, Inc. and former professor of Sociology at GSU) and Dr. Carolyn Denard (Associate Provost for Student Success and Strategic Initiatives and Director of the Center for Student Success at Georgia College and State University and former professor of English at GSU) back to campus. They reflected on the struggles to get both WGSS and AAS established at GSU, giving us helpful context to brainstorm how we can work together to envision new ways forward.

Our culminating event, highlighted on pages 8-9, addressed key themes in WGSS with roundtable discussions among alumni, current students, and core and affiliate faculty. The day-long symposium concluded with the annual Anne L. Harper lecture, delivered this year by Janet Jakobsen. In the coming weeks, video clips of the event will be posted on our website.

We’re both energized and inspired by the collaborations and remembrances of this anniversary year, and we look forward to cultivating the rich legacy of creative troublemaking.
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Help the Institute for Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies build on a strong foundation as we continue to foster transformative scholarship.

In honor of our 20th anniversary, we are highlighting the Diane L. Fowlkes Research Award, which honors our founding director. With a contribution to one of our funds, you provide a student with the means to access a WGSS education and complete her/his/their degree.

Diane L. Fowlkes Research Award
As founding director of the Institute, Diane Fowlkes collaborated with colleagues for 20 years to get Women’s Studies established at GSU. Help us build this fund to establish an annual award that will provide a Graduate Research Assistantship for one of our MA students.

WGSS Foundation
Consider providing general, unrestricted support to the Institute so that we can sustain a vibrant intellectual community through events and speakers series and so that we can strengthen our efforts in community outreach.

Gifts can be made in two ways:

Online at https://netcommunity.gsu.edu/make-a-gift/ with notes to choose OTHER as the Designation and then type Diane L. Fowlkes Research Award (fund code 02994) or WGSS Foundation (fund code 02296).

By Check - check should be made out to the GSU Foundation with Diane L. Fowlkes Research Award (fund code 02994) or WGSS Foundation (fund code 02296) written in the memo line.

Mail check to:
GSU Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 3963
Atlanta, GA 30302-3963

If you have any questions, please contact Hope Carter,
Senior Director of Development, College of Arts and Sciences.
hcarter8@gsu.edu or 404-413-5739